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Abstract—The problem of sampling a large number of random solutions to SAT and SMT constraints is essential for constrained-random verification and testing. However, most current sampling techniques lack a problem-specific notion of coverage, considering only general goals such as uniform distribution. We have developed a new technique for coverage-guided sampling that allows the user to specify the desired coverage points in order to shape the distribution of solutions. Our tool GUIDEDSAMPLER can efficiently generate high-quality stimuli for constrained-random verification, by sampling solutions to a SMT constraint that also cover a large number of user-defined coverage classes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Given a logical constraint, the problem of generating a large number of random solutions to the constraint has important applications in constrained-random verification (CRV) [1], testing [2] and synthesis [3]. In CRV, the constraints represent preconditions required by the design under test, which can be manually specified by the verification engineer using domain-specific knowledge [4], [5] or automatically generated from a formal specification of the design [6]. The solutions to such constraints can then be used as random stimuli to exercise the design under test.

In constraint-based fuzzing [2], path constraints for a given execution path of interest can be obtained through dynamic symbolic execution [7], [8], [9]. Solutions sampled from such constraints can be used to randomly and thoroughly explore execution paths that start from the same prefix of interest, mitigating the computational cost associated with the symbolic execution and constraint solving of those paths.

Random sampling can also be applied to synthesis problems. For example, in counterexample-guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS) [3], a verifier is responsible for checking the candidate expressions produced by the learner and producing counterexamples for invalid candidates. If, instead of producing a single counterexample, the verifier could sample a diverse set of counterexamples, this could help the learner in finding a valid candidate faster.

For all those applications, constraints might be expressed as satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) [10] formulas, involving theories such as bit-vectors, arrays and uninterpreted functions. The constraints can be quite complex, typically including hundreds of variables. SMT-LIB [11] provides a formal language and theories for specifying the constraints, as well as a large set of industrial benchmarks for evaluation.

Despite its importance, the problem of efficiently sampling diverse solutions to complex SMT constraints is still challenging today. If one does not carefully specify the desired distribution of solutions, the generated samples can be too biased and uninteresting. For example, consider a constraint of the form $x > 4 \lor \phi(x, y, z)$ where $\phi$ is some complex formula involving variables $x, y, z$. If $x$ is a bit-vector of size 32, it is trivial to generate billions of solutions to the constraint by just choosing a value of $x$ that satisfies $x > 4$. However, this generates solutions that are only trivially different and does not explore scenarios where the second disjunct holds.

General notions of coverage, such as uniform distribution [12], [13], [2], or internal coverage of a SMT formula [14], may not be the most appropriate for a particular problem. For example, when testing a hardware design that implements a finite-state machine, a better metric for coverage would be making sure all relevant states and transitions are reached. Uniform sampling, on the other hand, might be too frequently generating solutions from the most common state. Even in scenarios where a general notion of coverage is suitable, our evaluation shows that existing sampling algorithms are not always optimal in maximizing this coverage.

To address these challenges, we formulate the problem of coverage-guided sampling, where the user can specify not only the constraint that must be satisfied, but also any number of coverage predicates that will be used to guide the distribution of solutions. We define different classes of solutions based on the coverage predicates and establish the goal of sampling from each coverage class with equal weight.

We developed a technique, called GUIDEDSAMPLER, which dynamically guides the search of new solutions based on the coverage predicates. It requires only a small number of calls to an off-the-shelf constraint solver in order to generate millions of solutions. GUIDEDSAMPLER starts by finding one base solution from a random coverage class. Then, it finds some simple mutations that can be applied to this solution in order to generate another solution from a neighboring coverage class. It then combines multiple of those mutations together to generate new solutions from previously unseen coverage classes. Our evaluation shows that GUIDEDSAMPLER outperforms existing techniques in the number of coverage classes reached, both when using general coverage predicates and also problem-specific coverage predicates.
Our main contributions are:

- Formally specify the problem of coverage-guided sampling.
- Develop a technique GUIDEDSAMPLER and implement it in an open-source tool for efficient coverage-guided sampling from SMT formulas.
- Evaluate GUIDEDSAMPLER against existing techniques on a large set of complex benchmarks from SMT-LIB, both using a general notion of internal coverage of SMT formulas and a problem-specific coverage notion based on random predicates.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents existing work in sampling and weighted sampling from SAT and SMT constraints. Section II formally defines the problem of coverage-guided sampling and Section V presents our proposed algorithm GUIDEDSAMPLER. Finally, Section V evaluates GUIDEDSAMPLER against existing techniques and Section VI concludes the results.

II. RELATED WORK

There is a large number of techniques dedicated to sampling solutions to logical constraints, especially for Boolean (SAT) problems [15]. For example, techniques may be based on model counting [12], Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [16], [17], [18], SAT solver search heuristics [19], combination of mutations [2], [14] and universal hashing [20], [21]. Most sampling techniques have a general goal about the desired distribution of solutions, such as uniform distribution [22], [13], not allowing more specific notions of coverage.

For SMT constraints in particular, SMTSAMPLER [14] is a state-of-the-art sampler that can sample from formulas with bit-vectors, arrays and uninterpreted functions. This technique has a goal of generating solutions that maximize the internal coverage of the constraint. Our tool GUIDEDSAMPLER is based on SMTSAMPLER, but extends it with 3 important modifications to allow coverage-guided sampling based on arbitrary coverage predicates. Our modifications use information about the coverage class of solutions in order to guide the search into exploring new coverage classes. They will be described in detail in Section V and evaluated in Section VI.

Some sampling techniques, such as MCMC, can be adapted to the context of weighted sampling. However, they frequently fail to converge to the desired distribution in practice. There are techniques that can sample from a literal-weighted distribution [23], such as WAPS [24], however, not all distributions can be specified by assigning weights to literals in the formula. GUIDEDSAMPLER, on the other hand, allows the desired distribution to be specified by coverage points, which are typically already present in testing and verification applications. GUIDEDSAMPLER also enables sampling directly from SMT formulas, without converting into SAT.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

**Definition III.1. SMT formula.** In this work, we only consider constraints in the QF_AUFBV logic of SMT, which are quantifier-free formulas over the theories of bit-vectors, bit-vector arrays, and uninterpreted functions. Given a SMT formula \( \phi \), let \( \text{Vars}[\phi] \) represent the set of variables of \( \phi \). Let \( \text{Bool} \), \( \text{BV} \), and \( \text{Array} \) be the sets of variables of type Boolean, bit-vector, and array, respectively. Also let \( \text{Sols}[\phi] \) represent the set of solutions to \( \phi \). Given an assignment \( \sigma \) to the variables of \( \phi \), we define \( \phi[\sigma] \in \text{Bool} \) as the Boolean value resulting from evaluating \( \phi \) under the assignment \( \sigma \). For example, \( b \lor (x + 2 > y) \) represents a SMT formula over Boolean variable \( b \) and bit-vector variables \( x \) and \( y \). One example solution would be \( \sigma_0 = \{b = \text{False}, \sigma_0[x] = 5 \text{ and } \sigma_0[y] = 2\} \).

In the following definitions, let \( \phi \) be a satisfiable SMT formula (i.e., \( \text{Sols}[\phi] \neq \emptyset \)) over variables \( V = \text{Vars}[\phi] \) and let \( \psi_1, \psi_2, \ldots, \psi_n \) be \( n \) SMT formulas which only include variables from \( V \) (i.e., \( \text{Vars}[^\phi] \subseteq V \)). The formulas \( \psi_i \) represent the coverage predicates of interest.

**Definition III.2. Coverage class.** Each vector of possible Boolean values \( b = (b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_n) \in \text{Bool}^n \) defines one coverage class \( G_b \) of formula \( \phi \) over the coverage predicates \( \psi_1, \psi_2, \ldots, \psi_n \), as follows:

\[
G_b = \{ \sigma \in \text{Sols}[\phi] \mid \psi_i[\sigma] = b_i, \ i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, n\} \}
\]

That is, the set of solutions to \( \phi \) that satisfy \( \psi_i[\sigma] = b_i \) for each predicate defines a class of solutions of \( \phi \). Some of those classes might be empty, if they include no solutions to \( \phi \). Let \( N \) be the number of non-empty coverage classes, \( N = |\{b \in \text{Bool}^n \mid G_b \neq \emptyset\}| \). For each assignment \( \sigma \) to the variables of \( \phi \), its coverage class is defined as

\[
G[\sigma] = G(\psi_1[\sigma], \psi_2[\sigma], \ldots, \psi_n[\sigma])
\]

For our example formula \( \phi = b \lor (x + 2 > y) \), if we have coverage predicates \( \psi_1 = b \) and \( \psi_2 = x + 2 > y \), then \( G(\text{False, False}) = \emptyset \) and there are only \( N = 3 \) non-empty coverage classes.

**Definition III.3. Ideal coverage-guided sampler.** An ideal coverage-guided sampler for formula \( \phi \) with coverage predicates \( \psi_1, \psi_2, \ldots, \psi_n \) is a random process that returns each possible solution \( \sigma \in \text{Sols}[\phi] \) with probability

\[
P(\sigma) = \frac{1}{N \cdot |G[\sigma]|}
\]

What this means is that we want to give equal weight to each of the non-empty coverage classes. Every non-empty coverage class should have the same probability \( 1/N \) of being sampled. Within each individual coverage class, all solutions should be sampled uniformly.

If we could enumerate all solutions to the constraint \( \phi \), an ideal coverage-guided sampler could be constructed as follows. (1) First, pick one non-empty coverage class uniformly. (2) Then, uniformly pick one solution from that class.

However, for most practical problems, the number of solutions and coverage classes is astronomically large. Our goal is to devise an efficient algorithm that can approximate an ideal coverage-guided sampler.
IV. ALGORITHM

**GUIDEDSAMPLER** uses a small number of calls to an off-the-shelf constraint solver in order to generate a large number of solutions. The core idea is to learn interesting ways that the solutions of a formula can be modified minimally to generate new solutions that belong to different coverage classes. We call those modifications atomic mutations, which are minimal changes that can be applied to a solution in order to obtain another neighboring solution to the formula. We then define a combination function which can be used to merge the effects of several distinct atomic mutations. This function generates a compound mutation and applies it to the original solution, producing a possibly new solution. It is important to note that computing mutations requires expensive solver calls. However, the combination function does not, making it very efficient. This efficient combination of solutions can be leveraged to generate millions of samples from just a few hundreds of atomic mutations. The samples generated by the combination function are assignments which may or may not satisfy the formula. However, our experiments show that they have a high probability of satisfying the formula, even on large and complex industrial benchmarks. Moreover, the new samples typically belong to previously unseen coverage classes.

Next we present the full details of the algorithm. In Section IV-A we describe the main sampling procedure of **GUIDEDSAMPLER**. Next, we explain in Section IV-B how one base solution is chosen for each epoch, and in Section IV-C how we discover a set of neighboring solutions to the base solution. Finally, in Section IV-D we describe how those neighboring solutions are used to generate new samples.

### A. Main GUIDEDSAMPLER Algorithm

Algorithm 1 presents the main **GUIDEDSAMPLER** procedure, which takes as input a SMT formula $\phi$ and $n$ coverage predicates $\psi_1, \psi_2, \ldots, \psi_n$. The main algorithm is based on our prior tool SMTSAMPLER [14], which is a state-of-the-art technique for sampling solutions to SMT formulas. However, we added 3 important modifications to this base technique to allow coverage-guided sampling based on the coverage predicates (changes are underlined in Algorithm 1):

1. **M1** Generate neighboring solutions from a neighboring coverage class, by flipping the values of coverage predicates in function **COMPUTENEIGHBORSOLS**.

2. **M2** Discard solutions that belong to a previously seen coverage class in the current epoch (lines 24 and 26).

3. **M3** Randomize the coverage class of the initial base solution $\sigma$ (lines 31), instead of generating $\sigma$ based only on a random assignment $\sigma'$.

   Next, we explain the algorithm in detail. The **GUIDEDSAMPLER** algorithm works over several epochs. In each epoch, we start by generating an initial random solution $\sigma$ to the formula, which we call a base solution. This is done by generating a random coverage class $G_0$, as well as a random assignment $\sigma'$ to the variables of the formula in lines 36 and using a MAX-SMT solver call to obtain a solution $\sigma$ which is closest to $G_0$ and to $\sigma'$ in line 7. The details of this procedure are given in Section IV-B. Then, in line 9 we use the function **COMPUTENEIGHBORSOLS** to compute a set $S_n^k$ of neighboring solutions to $\sigma$ that belong to different coverage classes than $\sigma$. This function will be described in Section IV-C.

The mutations that can be applied to $\sigma$ in order to produce neighboring solutions are called atomic mutations. Our key idea to producing new samples is by defining a combination function $\Psi : S \times S \times S \rightarrow S$, where $S$ is the space of all possible assignments to the variables in $V = \text{Vars}[\phi]$.  

---

**Algorithm 1** GUIDEDSAMPLER($\phi, \{\psi_1, \psi_2, \ldots, \psi_n\}$)

1: function GUIDEDSAMPLER
2: while not DONE do
3:   $(b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_n) \leftarrow$ GENRANDOMCLASS($n$)
4:   $S_b \leftarrow \{\psi_1 = b_1, \psi_2 = b_2, \ldots, \psi_n = b_n\}$
5:   $\sigma' \leftarrow$ GENRANDOMASSIGNMENT($\phi$)
6:   $C_{\sigma'} \leftarrow$ GETCONDITIONS($\phi, \sigma'$)
7:   $\sigma \leftarrow$ MAX-SMT($\{\phi_1, S_b \cup C_{\sigma'}\}$)
8:   OUTPUT($\{\sigma\}$)
9:   $(S_n^1, \Gamma_\sigma) \leftarrow$ COMPUTENEIGHBORSOLS($\sigma$)
10:  OUTPUT($S_n^1$)
11:  $\alpha \leftarrow 1, k \leftarrow 1, \Sigma_\alpha \leftarrow \Sigma_{\alpha}^n$
12:  while $\alpha \geq \alpha_{\text{min}} \land k < 6$ do
13:   $(\Sigma_{\alpha}^{k+1}, \alpha, \Sigma_\alpha, \Gamma_\sigma) \leftarrow$ JOIN($\Sigma_\alpha, \Sigma_{\alpha}^{k}, \Sigma_{\alpha}, \Gamma_\sigma$)
14:  end while
15:  $k \leftarrow k + 1$
16:  function COMPUTENEIGHBORSOLS($\sigma$)
17:  $(b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_n) \leftarrow (\psi_1[\sigma], \psi_2[\sigma], \ldots, \psi_n[\sigma])$
18:  $S_b \leftarrow \{\psi_1 = b_1, \psi_2 = b_2, \ldots, \psi_n = b_n\}$
19:  $C_\sigma \leftarrow$ GETCONDITIONS($\phi, \sigma$)
20:  $\Sigma_\sigma^1 \leftarrow \{\}, \Gamma_\sigma \leftarrow \{\}$
21:  for $c$ in $S_b$ do
22:    $\sigma \leftarrow$ MAX-SMT($\{\phi \land \neg c, C_\sigma \cup S_b \setminus \{c\}\}$)
23:    if $\sigma \land G[\sigma] \not\in \Gamma_\sigma$ then
24:      $\Gamma_\sigma \leftarrow \Gamma_\sigma \cup G[\sigma]$  
25:      $\Sigma_\sigma^1 \leftarrow \Sigma_\sigma^1 \cup \{\sigma\}$
26:  end if
27:  return $(\Sigma_\sigma^1, \Gamma_\sigma)$
28: end function
29: function JOIN($\Sigma_{\alpha}^k, \Sigma_{\alpha}^1, \Sigma_\alpha, \Gamma_\sigma$)
30:  valid \leftarrow 0, \text{checks} \leftarrow 0
31:  for $(\sigma_a, \sigma_b)$ in $\Sigma_{\alpha}^k \times \Sigma_{\alpha}^1$ do
32:    $\tilde{\sigma} \leftarrow \Psi_{\sigma}(\sigma_a, \sigma_b)$
33:    if $\tilde{\sigma} \not\in \Sigma_\alpha$ then
34:      $\Sigma_\sigma \leftarrow \Sigma_\sigma \cup \{\tilde{\sigma}\}$
35:      checks \leftarrow \text{checks} + 1
36:      if $\phi[\tilde{\sigma}] \land G[\tilde{\sigma}] \not\in \Gamma_\sigma$ then
37:        $\Gamma_\sigma \leftarrow \Gamma_\sigma \cup G[\tilde{\sigma}]$
38:        $\Sigma_{\alpha}^{k+1} \leftarrow \Sigma_{\alpha}^{k+1} \cup \{\tilde{\sigma}\}$
39:        valid \leftarrow valid + 1
40:  end if
41:  end for
42:  return $(\Sigma_{\alpha}^{k+1}, \text{valid}/\text{checks}, \Sigma_\alpha, \Gamma_\sigma)$
43: end function
We denote by $\Psi(\sigma_a, \sigma_b)$ the application of the combination function to the base solution $\sigma$ and two other solutions $\sigma_a$ and $\sigma_b$. Intuitively, the combination function $\Psi$ computes the mutations which can be applied to $\sigma$ to generate $\sigma_a$ and $\sigma_b$, then merges those two mutations together to produce a new assignment. The assignment returned by $\Psi$ is not guaranteed to satisfy the formula, but in practice it is a solution with high probability. This is because the atomic mutations capture the minimal changes that preserve the satisfiability of the formula, and we designed $\Psi$ to combine those changes in an additive way. The full definition of $\Psi$ is given in Section IV-D.

We next describe how function $\text{JOIN}$ called by $\text{GUIDEDSAMPLER}$ in line 15 uses $\Psi$ to generate new samples. We denote by $\Sigma^1_\sigma$ the set of neighboring solutions to $\sigma$ obtained from $\text{COMPUTENEIGHBORSOLS}$. Starting from $\Sigma^1_\sigma$, our goal is to compute sets $\Sigma^k_\sigma$ which will contain solutions generated by combining $k$ atomic mutations, for $1 \leq k \leq 6$. Throughout the current epoch, we maintain a set $\Sigma_\sigma$ of samples which were computed so far, both valid and invalid. Initially, $\Sigma_\sigma = \Sigma^1_\sigma$. We also maintain a set $\Gamma_\sigma$ of all the coverage classes for which we have generated a solution in the current epoch.

Now assume that we already constructed a set $\Sigma^k_\sigma$. We can inductively build the set $\Sigma^{k+1}_\sigma$ as follows. For each pair of samples $\sigma_a \in \Sigma^k_\sigma$ and $\sigma_b \in \Sigma^k_\sigma$, we apply the combination function $\Psi$ to generate a new sample $\tilde{\sigma} = \Psi(\sigma_a, \sigma_b)$. If $\tilde{\sigma}$ is an element of $\Sigma_\sigma$, it has already been checked and is discarded. Otherwise, we add it to $\Sigma_\sigma$ and check if it is a solution to the formula. We also check if its coverage class $G[\tilde{\sigma}]$ is one for which we have already found a solution in the current epoch. Those checks are fast, as they only need to evaluate the formulas using the assignments in $\tilde{\sigma}$. If $\tilde{\sigma}$ is a solution to $\phi$ and comes from a previously unseen class, it is added to $\Sigma^{k+1}_\sigma$. During the construction of $\Sigma^{k+1}_\sigma$ from $\Sigma^k_\sigma$, we also keep statistics on which fraction $\alpha$ of the checked samples were valid, so we can stop the process earlier if we detect that the algorithm is generating too many invalid samples.

All the samples which are ultimately output by $\text{GUIDEDSAMPLER}$ are the ones in $\bigcup_{0 \leq k \leq 6} \Sigma^k_\sigma$, where we define $\Sigma^0_\sigma = \{\sigma\}$. Those are all solutions to the formula, as the ones which were produced by the combination function for $2 \leq k \leq 6$ have been checked for validity.

### B. Computing the Base Solution

Now, we describe how the initial base solution $\sigma$ is obtained. We first generate a random coverage class $G_b$ by picking $n$ random Boolean values $b = (b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_n)$. We also generate a random assignment $\sigma'$ by choosing values to the Boolean and bit-vector variables in the formula uniformly at random. After choosing $G_b$ and $\sigma'$, we want to find a solution $\sigma$ which is as close as possible to the coverage class $G_b$ and to the random assignment $\sigma'$. This is done to explore as much of the coverage classes and the solution space as possible.

The problem of finding a solution $\sigma$ which is as close as possible to $G_b$ and $\sigma'$ can be encoded as a MAX-SMT [25] optimization problem to be solved by the constraint solver. The MAX-SMT($\text{Hard, Soft}$) optimization problem is the problem of finding a solution to a SMT formula that must satisfy a set $\text{Hard}$ of hard constraints and should also satisfy the maximum possible number of constraints in the set $\text{Soft}$ of soft constraints. We encode the MAX-SMT query as follows.

We add one hard constraint stating the the formula $\phi$ must be satisfied. We also add two sets of soft constraints, $S_b$ and $C_{\sigma'}$. For each coverage predicate, we add one soft constraint to $S_b$, saying that the predicate $\psi_i$ should be equal to the random Boolean $b_i$. For each bit-vector or Boolean variable $v \in \text{Vars}[\phi]$, we add one soft constraint to $C_{\sigma'}$ stating that variable $v$ should have the same value that it has in $\sigma'$.

### C. Computing Atomic Mutations

After generating a base solution $\sigma$, we compute neighboring solutions of the base solution $\sigma$, so that their atomic mutations can be combined to generate new samples. When doing so, we want to generate neighboring solutions that are from different classes than the base solution $\sigma$. We want our neighboring solutions to flip the value of some of the coverage predicates. The first step is collecting a set of conditions $S_b$ which are true about the coverage predicates for the base solution $\sigma$. Then, MAX-SMT queries are used to produce new neighboring solutions. Each MAX-SMT query attempts to flip one of those conditions, while maintaining the remaining conditions valid, if possible. We also add soft constraints for the variables in $\phi$, saying that those variables should keep the same value that they had in the base solution, if possible. This is done because we want the neighboring solution to be as close as possible to the original base solution, so that the atomic mutations are simple. We found that this is essential for having a good probability of generating valid samples when combining mutations.

#### a) Constructing $S_b$: The definition of $S_b$ is the same as in Section IV-B. For each coverage predicate, we add one condition to $S_b$ saying that this predicate has the same value it had in the base solution $\sigma$. Then, in our MAX-SMT queries, we will try to flip one of those conditions, while maintaining as many as possible of the other conditions in $S_b$ true. The goal is that the neighboring solution produced should come from a neighboring coverage class, that only flips a minimal number of coverage predicates.

#### b) Constructing $C_{\sigma}$: Function $\text{GETCONDITIONS}$ produces $C_{\sigma}$ by collecting conditions for each variable in the formula. The conditions can be, for example, $\text{extract}(v, 5) = 1$, saying that the bit of index 5 in the bit-vector $v$ has value 1. Those are the same conditions generated by $\text{SMTSAMPLER}$ using its default strategy (SMTBit). For each bit inside each variable in the formula, we add a condition asserting that this bit has the same value as in the base solution.

#### c) Computing $\Sigma^0_\sigma$: After collecting the conditions in $S_b$ and $C_{\sigma}$, we want to compute neighboring solutions by picking one condition $c \in S_b$ and using the constraint solver to find a solution to $\phi \land \neg c$. However, the neighboring solution should be as similar as possible to $\sigma$. We express such constraint by requiring that the new solution should satisfy the maximum possible number of the remaining conditions
in $S_b \setminus \{c\}$ and $C_\sigma$. Those requirements can be specified as a MAX-SMT optimization problem. We specify two hard constraints $\{\phi, \neg c\}$, stating that we want a solution to $\phi$ that does not satisfy $c$. And we also specify as soft constraints the conditions in $S_b \setminus \{c\}$ and in $C_\sigma$.

D. Combining Mutations

Now we define the combination function $\Psi$ which we use to generate new samples. Assume that we already know the base solution $\sigma$ and two additional solutions to the formula $\sigma_a$ and $\sigma_b$, which are close to $\sigma$. Those additional solutions can be obtained by calling $\text{COMPUTE\_NEIGHBORSOLS}$ or they could be already generated by an application of the $\Psi$ function.

The combination function $\Psi$, which combines entire solutions, is constructed by defining a method $\psi$ to combine the values of each of the variables in the formula. We define

$$\Psi_\sigma(\sigma_a, \sigma_b)[v] = \psi_{[\sigma]}(\sigma_a[v], \sigma_b[v])$$

This means that, in order to produce the assignment $\Psi_\sigma(\sigma_a, \sigma_b)$, we simply use $\psi$ to combine the assignments for each variable $v \in V$.

Consider the bit-vectors presented in Figure 1. Given the values of $v$, $v_a$, and $v_b$, we define the differences $\delta_a = v \oplus v_a$ and $\delta_b = v \oplus v_b$ computed by a bit-wise XOR. Those differences $\delta_a$ and $\delta_b$ indicate exactly which bits differ between the base value and each of the additional values. One can think of those differences as mutations that can be applied to the base value in order to produce a different value. For example, we can compute $v_a$ as $v \oplus \delta_a$, where the XOR operator is used to apply mutation $\delta_a$ to $v$.

The insight that allows the generation of a large number of samples is that such mutations can be combined together. We define a combined mutation through the OR operator, producing $(\delta_a \lor \delta_b)$. This resulting mutation can be applied to the base value $v$, producing a new value $v \oplus (\delta_a \lor \delta_b)$. Thus, the combination method $\psi$ is defined as

$$\psi_v(v_a, v_b) = v \oplus ((v \oplus v_a) \lor (v \oplus v_b))$$

This definition of $\psi$ is generalized to all other types of variables in the formula $\phi$. The motivation for this definition of $\Psi_\sigma(\sigma_a, \sigma_b)$ is that it attempts to obtain the mutation that generates $\sigma_a$ from $\sigma$ and the mutation that generates $\sigma_b$ from $\sigma$ and then combine those two mutations in an additive way. If $\sigma_a$ and $\sigma_b$ are neighboring solutions obtained from a MAX-SMT query, those mutations are atomic mutations, which represent a minimal set of bits that can be flipped and still preserve the satisfiability of the formula. Therefore, it is likely that there exist some clauses in the formula which establish a strong dependence between those bits. Since in the resulting sample we flip the bits which were flipped by either of the two atomic mutations, it is likely that such clauses would still be satisfied.

Our experiments demonstrate that this combination of mutations is effective at generating valid samples, even for large and complex SMT formulas. We also found that the coverage predicates tend to follow the same pattern. That is, when we compute the value of a coverage predicate $\psi_i$ on the resulting sample, most of the time it will be the same value that would result from combining mutations of the predicate values, as shown in the last 3 columns of the Figure 1 example. This helps our algorithm generate solutions from new diverse coverage classes.

V. Evaluation

We have implemented GUIDEDSAMPLER as an open-source tool in C++, using Z3 [26] as the constraint solver. Z3 has native support for the MAX-SMT queries [27] that are required by GUIDEDSAMPLER. For evaluation, we have used 213 benchmarks from the QF_AUFBV logic of SMT-LIB [11], and its sublogics, such as QF_ABV and QF_BV. The benchmarks come from 22 different families, which will be presented in Table I. They are the same benchmarks which were used for the evaluation of SMTSAMPLER [13] and include a diverse set of complex, non-linear constraints. We used a time budget of 30 minutes for each sampling experiment.

A. Coverage Predicates

We performed two sets of experiments, varying the way coverage predicates are generated. The goal is to evaluate the technique both using a general notion of coverage that stems from the formula itself and also a problem-specific notion of coverage, which can be quite different from the original constraint.

The first set of experiments uses internal predicates, which are subparts of the formula itself. Considering the representation of the formula $\phi$ as an abstract syntax tree (AST), we look at the internal nodes of type bit-vector or Boolean. For example, in the formula $\phi = \phi_1 \lor \phi_2$, two of the internal nodes are the disjuncts $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$. We sample solutions to $\phi$ using a generic sampler, SMTSAMPLER, and collect coverage statistics on those Boolean nodes and individual bits inside the bit-vector nodes. We identify a subset of those internal nodes that have exhibited diverse and independent coverage behaviors and choose the subformulas represented by those nodes as the coverage predicates. For example, in the formula $\phi = \phi_1 \lor \phi_2$, we could pick $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ to be two of the coverage predicates, and choose additional predicates as subparts of $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$. This is intended to represent a generic coverage notion.

\footnote{Source code at https://github.com/RafaelTupynamba/GuidedSampler}
based on the formula itself. The number of predicates collected varies from only a couple on some benchmarks up to hundreds of predicates on others.

The second set of experiments uses random predicates, which are randomly generated constraints involving the variables in $\text{Vars}[\phi]$. The coverage predicates are randomly sampled from a context-free grammar that includes all arithmetic, logical, and bitwise operations from SMT-LIB, as well as the variables from $\text{Vars}[\phi]$. We generate from 16 to 48 predicates for each benchmark, with each predicate having on average a depth of 4 operations (i.e., any path from the root to a leaf in the formula AST has 4 operations on average). The random predicates are intended to represent a problem-specific measure of coverage, as they are independent from the original formula.

B. Approaches

In our evaluation, we compare the following six approaches for coverage-guided sampling.

a) BH: Baseline with hard constraints: This simple baseline approach consists of choosing $n$ random Boolean values $b = (b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_n)$ that define a coverage class and trying to find one solution from that class. Then, we use the SMT solver to generate one solution to $\phi \land (\psi_1 = b_1) \land (\psi_2 = b_2) \land \cdots \land (\psi_n = b_n)$, where the predicates are added as hard constraints. Then repeat the process for different random vectors $b$. No solution is generated for a given $b$ if class $G_b$ is empty.

b) BS: Baseline with soft constraints: This baseline approach consists of choosing $n$ random Boolean values $b = (b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_n)$ that define a coverage class and trying to find the solution closest to that class. We use the query $\text{MAX-SMT}(\{\phi\}, S_b)$, where the predicates are added as soft constraints $S_b = \{\psi_1 = b_1, \psi_2 = b_2, \ldots, \psi_n = b_n\}$. Then repeat the process for different random vectors $b$. Each MAX-SMT call is guaranteed to eventually find a solution if $\phi$ is satisfiable, but the optimization problems can be expensive.

c) S0: SMTSAMPLER: This baseline approach consists of applying SMTSAMPLER to sample solutions to formula $\phi$. The coverage predicates are not used.

d) S1 = S0 + M1: This approach includes our modification M1, which consists of flipping the values of coverage predicates to generate neighboring solutions in function \text{COMPUTE-NEIGHBOR-SOLS}. This ensures neighboring solutions come from neighboring coverage classes.

e) S2 = S0 + M1 + M2: This approach includes modifications M1 and also M2, which consists of discarding solutions from repeated coverage classes in lines 24 and 36 in Algorithm 1. A coverage class is considered repeated if we have already generated a solution from that class in the current epoch of the algorithm.

f) S3 = S0 + M1 + M2 + M3: This is the GUIDED-SAMPLER approach, including modifications M1, M2 and also M3, which randomizes the coverage class of the initial base solution in lines 37 of Algorithm 1.

C. Evaluating Diversity of Classes

We first evaluate the number of coverage classes reached by our sampling approaches. For most benchmarks, the total number of non-empty coverage classes is large, so a good coverage-guided sampler must find solutions from a large number of classes during the fixed time budget of 30 minutes and not keep visiting the same few classes multiple times.

Table 1 shows average statistics about the benchmarks and experimental results using random predicates. For each benchmark family, the column $n$ lists the number of benchmarks used from that family. All the following columns present average numbers among all benchmarks in that family. First, we list the number of internal nodes in the SMT formula and the number of variables of type array, bit-vector and Boolean. The "bits" column presents the total number of bits in the bit-vector and Boolean variables in the formula, and the "preds" column represents the number of coverage predicates in the experiments that used internal predicates.

Next, for each of the six approaches, we list the total number of unique coverage classes found in the time budget. We only show the results for experiments with random predicates, but the results with internal predicates were similar. From Table 1 we can see that the GUIDED-SAMPLER approach S3 was able to find the largest number of classes for most benchmarks. S2 tends to be the second best approach, with S1 being the third best one. This shows the effectiveness of our modifications M1, M2 and M3 in helping find more coverage classes. On only two benchmark families S0 performed better. We found that this happened because the MAX-SMT queries were too complex for those benchmarks and were frequently timing out.

The following are average statistics for our approach S3 with internal predicates (random predicates in parenthesis). The percentage of time spent in Z3 API calls was 82% (88%). The percentage of candidate solutions that turned out to be real solutions to the formula was 76% (75%). The percentage of solutions which were unique (distinct solutions) was 65% (94%). The percentage of unique solutions which were from unique coverage classes (distinct classes) was 46% (54%).

Figure 2 shows a more thorough comparison of the number of coverage classes found across all benchmarks. We define $N_X$ as the number of unique coverage classes for which a solution was found using approach X during our time budget. The graphs in Figure 2 show the ratio of classes found $N_{S3}/N_X$ between approach S3 and each of the baseline approaches X, in a logarithmic scale. Whenever no solutions were generated by one approach, the logarithm would evaluate the $+\infty$ or $-\infty$. This is represented on the graphs by bars that reach the top or the bottom of the graph.

Figure 3 includes results using both internal predicates and random predicates. From the graphs, we can see that the GUIDED-SAMPLER approach S3 is vastly superior to the baseline approaches on most benchmarks. Baseline BH frequently tries to find solutions from empty classes, leading to unsatisfiable queries to the SMT solver. Baseline BS makes MAX-SMT queries which are satisfiable, but still expensive
| Benchmarks           | n  | nodes | | Array | | BV | | Bool | | bits | | preds  | | BH   | | BS   | | Unique coverage classes | | S0 | | S1 | | S2 | | S3 |
|----------------------|----|-------|--------|-------|--------|--------|-------|--------|-------|--------|-------|-----------------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
| QF_AUFBV/vec        | 4  | 179   | 0  27 | 7  1931 | 12     | 188   | 854   | 6579   | 826   | 969    | 11377  |                 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| QF_ABV/bmc-arrays   | 3  | 855   | 1  1   | 0  53   | 82     | 44    | 660   | 1337   | 19003 | 19374  | 19122  |                 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| QF_ABV/stp_samples  | 15 | 1139  | 1  24  | 0  192   | 58     | 9831  | 15082 | 11360  | 97511 | 679380 | 744289 |                 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| QF_ABV/planformulas | 5  | 613   | 3  32  | 0  428   | 38     | 7028  | 5688  | 404    | 2641  | 4227   | 31735  |                 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| QF_ABV/iget         | 15 | 90    | 1  0   | 0  5     | 50     | 8656  | 30984 | 16432  | 15561 | 49864  | 480017 |                 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| QF_ABV/bench_ab     | 15 | 314   | 1  0   | 0  2     | 3      | 151   | 3406  | 3118   | 2765  | 2530   | 6000   |                 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| QF_ABV/platania...member | 12 | 595   | 10  89 | 0  2856  | 2      | 15    | 0     | 399    | 83    | 84     | 235161 |                 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| QF_BV/bmc-bv        | 10 | 256   | 0  4   | 0  134   | 6      | 19    | 122   | 437    | 201   | 200    | 208    |                 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| QF_BV/bmc-bv-svcomp14 | 8 | 7518  | 0  205 | 1055  | 223    | 178   | 2866  | 2004   | 16363 | 19503  | 23861  |                 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| QF_BV/platania...member | 9 | 571   | 0  185 | 0  2012  | 21     | 50    | 2797  | 618    | 8135  | 9622   | 7384   |                 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| QF_BV/sage/app1     | 14 | 793   | 0  22  | 0  200   | 10     | 18015 | 81052 | 5387   | 431305| 908703 | 1068203 |                 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| QF_BV/sage/app9     | 3  | 632   | 0  2   | 0  149   | 27     | 0     | 5     | 7      | 9     | 9      | 10     |                 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| QF_BV/stp          | 9  | 1086  | 0  21  | 0  3628  | 95     | 0     | 0     | 187    | 84    | 80     | 53     |                 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| QF_BV/ifs          | 5  | 1116  | 0  130 | 0  950   | 185    | 130   | 2524  | 9605   | 566758| 622999 |                 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| QF_BV/stp_samples  | 15 | 978   | 0  93  | 0  1047  | 31     | 1312  | 20627 | 14635  | 209286| 269363 | 328543 |                 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| QF_BV/iff          | 12 | 268   | 0  29  | 0  354   | 3      | 1577  | 25376 | 6428   | 300547| 437180 | 628252 |                 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| QF_BV/iff          | 10 | 115   | 0  29  | 0  268   | 5      | 346   | 5731  | 3458   | 19765 | 20768  | 21473  |                 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| QF_BV/iff          | 12 | 247   | 0  31  | 0  358   | 5      | 4371  | 9065  | 11766  | 330629| 608030 | 683599 |                 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |

Fig. 2. Unique classes covered: GuidedSampler vs. baselines.
to solve. BS does not scale well because it still requires one MAX-SMT query for each new solution generated. The SMTSAMPLER approach S0 mitigates this cost by using a small number of MAX-SMT queries to learn atomic mutations and then quickly combines those mutations to generate a large number of solutions. However, S0 ignores the coverage predicates, so it frequently keeps generating solutions from the same few classes.

Table II shows mean values for the ratios $N_{S3}/N_X$, in the format $10^\mu \times (10)^{\pm \sigma}$, where $\mu$ and $\sigma$ are the average and standard deviation of $\log_{10}(N_{S3}/N_X)$ across all benchmarks. The numbers show that S1, S2 and S3 can find a much larger number of classes when compared to S0. This demonstrates that M1 is the most important of our modifications. M1 ensures that the atomic mutations flip only a small number of the coverage predicates, so those mutations can be combined and generate solutions from more diverse classes. The modifications M2 and M3 also contribute to a small increase in the number of visited classes.

In Figure 3, we can see an example of the number of unique classes visited over time, for one representative benchmark. The GUIDEDSAMPLER approach S3 is the quickest to discover new classes, followed closely by approaches S2 and S1. We can also see that in this case the baseline approaches S0, BS and BH can find a much smaller number of classes.

In addition to looking at the number of classes covered, we also analyze the distribution of solutions among those classes. This is important, since a good coverage-guided sampler needs to sample from all the coverage classes with equal weight. Figure 4 shows the fraction of solutions generated from each coverage class for the same benchmark of Figure 3. S0 is the most biased sampler, with the most frequent class being covered by 58% of the solutions. BH and BS are very uniform, but could only reach less than 500 classes. Our approach S3 is very close to uniform, with its line at the bottom of the graph, extending to the right until 115196 classes (not shown).

If $S$ solutions are generated, covering $N$ distinct classes, we expect each of those classes to be covered by approximately $S/N$ solutions. So as a first order estimate on how biased the distribution is, we look at the number $M$ of solutions found in the most frequent class. We define $H = M/(S/N)$ as a measure of how far the frequency $M$ is from the expected frequency $S/N$. The closer $H$ is to 1, the more uniform is the distribution of solutions found among those classes.

Table II displays mean values of $H$ across all benchmarks. As expected, the baseline approaches BH and BS are very uniform, since each new solution is generated inside or near a random coverage class. S0 is the most biased approach, often sampling a large number of solutions from a single class. From the table, we see that our modifications M1 and M2 are essential for producing a more uniform distribution over the coverage classes, almost as uniform as the one from BH and BS, with $H_{S3} \approx 1.3$ for internal predicates and $H_{S3} \approx 2.9$ for random predicates.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the problem of coverage-guided sampling, to allow shaping the distribution of SMT solutions via user-specified coverage predicates. We described our technique GUIDEDSAMPLER for this problem, and showed that it is able to reach $2.5 \times$ to $38 \times$ more coverage classes than the baseline approaches, while having a distribution over coverage classes that is close to uniform. The approach works well for both internal coverage predicates based on the formula itself and also for random coverage predicates.
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